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Click here to begin the audio recording.

[Roommates talking]

A. Have you got your driver’s license yet?
B. No, not yet. I still need to study for the test and learn the details about speed limits, traffic signals, and how lanes are marked.
A. Yeah, Illinois has some unique rules. I was a little nervous when I took the test.
B. Really? Normally you’re pretty relaxed about tests.
A. Not on driving tests. I got confused about when you’re allowed to turn left or right on a red light.
B. I wish you hadn’t told me this. Now I’m nervous!
A. You have nothing to worry about. I still passed the test. I know you will, too.

Sue A. Mauck
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label minimum knowledge
allowance antenna vigilant
illustrate annoyance analyze
lever never natural
lateral rejuvenating anomaly
collect connect laminate
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